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As has been the case in recent quarters, markets-related 
headlines in Q1 seemed to focus narrowly on global 
monetary policy and its future direction — though the 
degree to which monetary policy is the dominant influencer 
of markets’ direction may finally be diminishing. As some 
evidence of this, in mid-March, US inflation data were 
higher than analysts’ expectations — yet markets largely 
shrugged in the wake of the news. A quarter or two ago, 
such a headline would’ve likely prompted a rather sharp 
selloff as investors concluded rates would need to remain 
higher for longer. Then, too, investors may be increasingly 
convinced central bank heads have achieved the proverbial 
soft landing, with economic data remaining relatively robust 
even as inflation data moderate more slowly. Only time will 
tell.  

Market Commentary

In a volatile first quarter of 2024, markets moved choppily 
higher, delivering positive returns across most regions 
and countries. The Russell 3000 rose +10%, led by large 
cap stocks as measured by the Russell 1000 Index, up just 
over +10%. The Russell Midcap Index rose +9% and the 
Russell 2000 Index was up +5%. From a style perspective, 
the Russell 1000 Growth Index’s +11% outpaced its value 
counterpart, which was up 9%. The Russell Midcap Growth 
and Value Indices rose 9% and 8% respectively. The Russell 
2000 Growth Index rose +8%, while its value counterpart 
rose +3%.   

From a sector perspective, information technology (+13%), 
energy (+12%), industrials (+9%) and consumer discretionary 
(+6%) led the way. Health care (+5%), consumer staples 
(+5%) and materials (+4%) delivered more moderate (though 
still nicely positive) returns in the quarter as economic 
activity has generally remained robust, even against a 
tight monetary policy backdrop. Conversely, communication 
services (-5%), utilities (-4%) and financials (-2%) were in 
the red in Q1. Real estate also declined (-1%), as investors 
seemed to reluctantly concede central banks, including 
the US Federal Reserve, will keep interest rates higher for 
longer than they’d anticipated (or would prefer).  
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On an individual holdings’ basis, among our top Q1 
contributors were Red Rock Resorts and Lancaster Colony 
Corporation. Local casino operator Red Rock Resorts 
delivered a strong opening for its new Durango Casino 
& Resort. Importantly, the new resort didn’t seem to 
cannibalize results from the rest of the company’s portfolio. 
We maintain our conviction in the underlying fundamentals 
and believe the current valuation remains attractive. 

Sales of packaged food products manufacturer Lancaster 
Colony Corporation’s licensed sauces — particularly its 
Chick-fil-A and Olive Garden brands — grew nicely in the 
quarter, contributing to solid top-line growth and gross 
margin improvement. We believe the company is well-
managed with a long-term plan for growth which is focused 
on controlling costs via efficient supply chain management 
while maintaining and growing its leading positions in six 
retail food categories.   

Other top Q1 contributors included FTAI Aviation, 
UFP Technologies and Taseko Mines. Transportation 
infrastructure company FTAI Aviation is executing well in 
developing its narrowbody engine services business. In 
Q1, it announced service capability on the V2500 engine, 
in addition to the CFM56 engine — a development which 
highlights FTAI’s ability to participate over the long term 
in engine programs such as LEAP (leading edge aviation 
propulsion) and GTF (geared turbofan) and which should 
improve the sustainability of the company’s engine service 
business. Medical technology-focused company UFP 
Technologies announced in Q1 it entered into a supply 
agreement with its largest customer, Intuitive Surgical, to 
continue supplying products on a semi-exclusive basis for 
an initial four-year period. The agreement is expected to 
drive roughly $500 million in revenue over the initial agreed 
period — better than anticipated and giving a boost to 
shares. Shares of Canada-based mining company Taseko 
Mines rose as it began construction on its low-cost copper 
mine in Arizona following a protracted EPA approval 
process. The mine will meaningfully lower the company’s 
average cash cost to produce copper and should help 
reduce the business’s cash flow volatility.  

Of note on the monetary policy front was the long-awaited 
conclusion of Japan’s ultra-loose monetary policy. After 
decades of deflation, Japan’s economy is showing signs 
of mild inflation in the form of higher wages — which 
presumably lent the Bank of Japan (BOJ) confidence in its 
decision to end its ultra-loose policy regime. Accordingly, 
the BOJ made several noteworthy shifts, including raising 
its benchmark interest rate from -0.1% to +0.1%, ending its 
yield curve control policy (whereby it capped the 10-year 
Japanese government bond yield) and ending government 
purchases of exchange-traded funds and Japanese real 
estate investment trusts. However, it will continue purchasing 
roughly $40 billion monthly of Japanese government bonds 
— so there certainly is still room for monetary policy to 
tighten in the period ahead, should the inflationary and 
economic environment remain on their current paths.   

Another country being closely watched is China, whose 
economy has been sluggish over the last year or so as 
the government struggles to lift it out of the malaise that 
started amid the pandemic and accompanying lockdowns. 
The backdrop has been challenging: the real estate sector 
remains in crisis, foreign direct investment has plummeted 
and the country faces the prospect of trade wars with the 
US and Europe. Though government leadership is targeting 
5% GDP growth in 2024, it remains to be seen whether they 
will be able to effect sufficient economic activity to hit their 
goal.    

The calendar year began with a similar narrow focus on 
monetary policy as has prevailed over the past several 
quarters. Now, one quarter into 2024, it seems as though 
investors may finally be shifting their focus. Whether this 
proves beneficial for markets — or certain sectors of markets 
— will play out over the course of the year and beyond. 
Though valuations are above average, we believe it is 
still possible to identify compelling investing opportunities 
trading at reasonable discounts, and we will maintain our 
rigorous adherence to our bottom-up, fundamental research 
process that aims to identify them.    

Performance Discussion

Our portfolio outperformed the Russell 2000 Index in Q1. 
Relative strength was concentrated among our materials, 
health care and consumer staples holdings — all of which 
nicely outpaced benchmark peers overall. Conversely, 
our technology holdings, while positive on an absolute 
basis, trailed benchmark peers, detracting from relative 
performance. Our energy holdings also weighed on relative 
performance in Q1.  
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Our bottom individual contributors in Q1 included WNS 
Holdings, as well as regional banks Live Oak Bancshares 
and Bank OZK. Shares of India-based business process 
management company WNS Holdings declined in the wake 
of a large client’s decision to part ways with WNS. Though 
the decision was unrelated to artificial intelligence (AI), 
the move renewed concerns about how AI will ultimately 
affect the company. However, we believe WNS’s business 
process management solutions and its ability to implement 
AI capabilities on clients’ behalf are more valuable than is 
currently reflected in the share price, and we continue to 
believe the outlook from here is favorable.  

Shares of regional banks Live Oak Bancshares and 
Bank OZK consolidated some of late 2023’s gains tied to 
investors’ expectations the Fed would begin cutting rates in 
2024 — which would relieve deposit pricing pressure and 
commercial real estate stress. As investors have adjusted 
expectations for fewer rate cuts in 2024, shares of both 
companies have declined in sympathy.  

Other bottom Q1 contributors included Centrus Energy and 
Douglas Dynamics. Shares of nuclear fuel and services 
provider Centrus took a breather after a strong Q4 tied to 
the market’s recognition of the growing supply/demand 
imbalance in uranium. Work truck attachments manufacturer 
Douglas Dynamics faced a slow start to the 2023-2024 
snow season, which weighed on demand for its snow 
attachments.  

Portfolio Activity

As valuations have increased, it has become increasingly 
challenging to identify high-quality companies we believe 
the market is overlooking. Accordingly, we initiated only one 
new position in Q1: Orion. Orion is a specialty chemical 
company focused on producing carbon black, a key input 
in the production of tires, plastics, coatings and more. 
The company has spent several years investing capital to 
comply with EPA environmental rules and is now poised 
to deliver materially higher free cash flow over the period 
ahead. We capitalized on what we view as an attractive 
valuation to initiate a position in Q1. 

We didn’t exit any positions during the quarter.   

Market Outlook

Equity markets continued higher in Q1 as the economy 
and earnings growth remained robust. The Russell 1000 
Index increased 10% in the quarter — despite a 32-basis 
point increase in the 10-year Treasury and the market’s 
now expecting far fewer interest rate cuts in 2024. The rally 
was fairly broad, with the S&P 500 Equal Weighted Index 
increasing more than 7%.   

Markets were again led by mega-cap tech stocks, with the 
Magnificent 7 (Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, NVIDIA, 
Tesla, Meta) collectively increasing about 13%. However, the 
performance of the Magnificent 7 varied quite a bit, with 
NVIDIA and Meta up significantly, while Tesla and Apple 
shares fell meaningfully. Still, as mentioned, growth indices 
continued their outperformance over value indices in Q1.  

Small caps indices generally continued to underperform 
large cap indices. Interestingly, more than one-quarter of 
the Russell 2000 Index’s return came from one stock, Super 
Micro Computer, which increased more than 250% and now 
sports a market cap north of $60 billion.   

Corporate earnings are expected to grow at a double-digit 
rate in 2024, driven by mega-cap tech stocks, a rebound in 
health care sector earnings after a large decline in 2023, 
and continued strong growth among industrials.   

With the continued rally, equity market valuations remain 
above average. While the fall in interest rates since their 
peak in October 2023 has somewhat supported this, it 
may still be difficult to generate returns from current levels 
that match historical averages over the next five years. 
However, we continue to seek attractive opportunities with 
the potential to generate above-average returns over that 
period.   

Our primary focus is always on achieving value-added 
results for our existing clients, and we believe we can 
achieve better-than-market returns over the next five years 
through active portfolio management.  
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2.902.9018.752.228.176.8712.107.478.50Russell 2000 Value Index 

5.185.1819.71-0.108.107.5812.898.058.01Russell 2000 Index 

7.117.1124.258.9210.656.9512.038.4610.11Net of Fees 

7.367.3625.389.9111.667.9713.129.5211.19Gross of Fees 

1Q24 YTD 1Y 3Y 5Y 10Y 15Y 20Y 
Since Inception
(31 Dec 2000) Period and Annualized Total Returns (%) 

14.65-14.4828.274.6322.39-12.867.8431.74-7.474.2234.5218.05-5.5024.5020.58Russell 2000 Value Index 

16.93-20.4414.8219.9625.52-11.0114.6521.31-4.414.8938.8216.35-4.1826.8527.17Russell 2000 Index 

23.35-14.6732.97-0.1421.82-14.8510.9314.45-3.424.9340.2213.18-6.8423.5129.65Net of Fees

24.47-13.9034.170.7722.92-14.0312.0515.61-2.445.9941.6414.32-5.9024.7630.96Gross of Fees

2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 Calendar Year Returns (%) 

Diamond Hill Capital Management, Inc. (DHCM) is a registered investment adviser and wholly owned subsidiary of Diamond Hill Investment Group, Inc.; registration does
not imply a certain level of skill  or training. Diamond Hill  provides investment management services to individuals and institutional investors through mutual funds and
separate accounts. DHCM claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). The Small Cap Composite is comprised of all discretionary,
non-fee and fee-paying, non-wrap accounts managed according to the firm’s Small Cap strategy, including those clients no longer with the firm. The strategy's investment
objective is to achieve long-term capital appreciation by investing in companies within the market capitalization range of the strategy that are selling for less than our
estimate  of  intrinsic  value.  The  Small  Cap  strategy  typically  invests  in  companies  with  a  market  capitalization  below  $3  billion  (or,  if  greater,  the  maximum  market
capitalization of companies generally within the capitalization range of the Russell 2000 Index) at the time of purchase. Index data source: London Stock Exchange Group
PLC. See diamond-hill.com/disclosures for a full copy of the disclaimer. To receive a complete list and description of all Diamond Hill composites and/or a GIPS® report,
contact Scott  Stapleton at 614.255.3329, sstapleton@diamond-hill.com or 325 John H. McConnell  Blvd.,  Suite 200, Columbus, OH 43215. The performance data quoted
represents  past  performance;  past  performance  does  not  guarantee  future  results.  Composite  results  reflect  the  reinvestment  of  dividends,  capital  gains  and  other
earnings when appropriate. Net returns are calculated by reducing the gross returns by the highest stated fee in the composite fee schedule. Only transaction costs are
deducted from gross of fees returns. Prior to 30 September 2022, actual fees were used in calculating net returns. All net returns were changed retroactively to reflect the
highest fee in the composite fee schedule.  GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute.  CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization,  nor does it
warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein. The US Dollar is the currency used to express performance.

Securities referenced may not be representative of all portfolio holdings. The reader should not assume that an investment in the securities was or will be profitable.

The views expressed are those of Diamond Hill as of 31 March 2024 and are subject to change without notice. These opinions are not intended to be a forecast of
future events, a guarantee of future results or investment advice. Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal.

https://www.diamond-hill.com/disclosures/default.fs



